In cognitive radar network, a parallel algorithm can allocate idle spectrum to cognitive radars, but it often ignores the user's requirement. According to the graph theory, the topology of the network is divided into two different groups. In the process of distributing spectrum, each group summarizes the distributed information after completing a distribution. When a user's demand is satisfied, every group is informed to not allocate the spectrum for the user anymore and deletes it from the topology at the same time. As a result, by deleting the node which the user's requirement has already been met, the other nodes which are interfered with the node on the same channel can participate into spectrum allocation. The improved algorithm can ensure high spectrum utilization taking a little time that is spent on the spectrum allocation. The simulation result shows that the spectrum utilization of the improved algorithm is higher than that of the traditional parallel algorithm, and the user's satisfaction increases greatly. Therefore, this paper aims to attempt to explore an improved parallel algorithm to resolve the problem by considering user's requirement.
Introduction
With increasing application of spectrum, it is becoming more and more scare [1] . Radar/communications sharing has been a recurring topic herein. The growing demand for 'beachfront' mobile spectrum to assure economic growth and provide for key wireless public safety systems require a reexamination of the large exclusive allocation for 'radiolocation' -radar in spectrum policy jargon.
Traditionally, radars were given large exclusive bands as primary allocations and the owner of the radar was able to make design tradeoffs between system cost/complexity and the amount of spectrum utilization they achieved. Since spectrum was a free cost to the designer there were few incentives to minimize spectrum footprint. However, with the growing interests on radar networks [2, 3] , spectrum allocation in radar network needs to be explored. However, the fixed spectrum management which allocates certain spectrum to the user leads to the low spectrum utilization rate. As a new kind of intelligent spectrum sharing technology, cognitive radar has emerged recently. In cognitive radar networks, spectrum allocation can be established based on the spectrum detection.
At present, there are three main spectrum allocation models for cognitive radar, including graph coloring model, game theory model, and auction bidding model, which could benefit our approach on radar network spectrum allocations. Among them, graph coloring model is commonly used. Based on graph coloring model, a lot of spectrum allocation algorithms have been studied. However, list coloring algorithm [1] does not distinguish the different channels. Coloring sensitive graph algorithm (hereafter referred to CSGC) [4, 5] not only overcomes this weakness by checking the channel condition, but also puts forward several different label rules based on different target function. Nevertheless, the CSGC also has drawbacks that only one spectrum can be allocated in single distribution cycle. A parallel spectrum allocation algorithm distributes many spectrums in single distribution cycle improving the spectrum efficiency. Literature [2] and [3] refer to the parallel algorithm as well. In order to get higher channel multiplexing rate, the literature [6] improved the parallel algorithm which make other users share the same channel with the user that have the largest label. But neither these two algorithms consider the user's requirement, which leads to the waste of spectrum. To enhance the spectrum utilization ratio, aggregation distribution algorithm aggregates small spectrum fragment into a larger one [7] [8] [9] . The algorithm allocates the spectrum to users according to their demands, and considers the limitation of hardware equipment. Compared with the traditional way of continuous spectrum allocation, it significantly improves the spectrum utilization, but it is no doubt that the time is obviously increased. Bipartite matching [10] can also be used to distribute spectrum, but it is very complex. In order to increase the channel utilization, the literature [11] improves the CSGC in terms of user's priority. According to historical assignment information, literature [12] improves the CSGC, which can effectively avoid some users occupy certain spectrum exclusively. But the time that spends on allocation is not reduced yet. By using the SNR threshold and deleting the users whose requirement is wider than its available channel, power control is applied into the spectrum allocation [13] [14] [15] . The previous literature only consider one objective function, but the literature [16] proposes a new method that can consider both utilization and fairness of the network simultaneously through setting weight of network reward and fairness. The method solves the multiple functions problem in cognitive radar spectrum allocation. Chemical reaction [17] is also employed into spectrum allocation, but neither of them is simple. From the analysis above, we could see that the parallel algorithm has advantage of spending shorter time and the algorithm based on user's demand is able to greatly improve the utilization. In order to combine both advantages, the paper explores improved the parallel algorithm based on the user's requirement for radar networks.
Related content

Parallel algorithm
The parallel algorithm [6] is also called grouping algorithm. It divides the topology into many sub graphs, and then colors the sub graphs. Assume that all spectrums are orthogonal to each other. That is to say, coloring for a sub graph does not affect the others, and updating the topology does not influence others too. So, it can get the same allocation as the serial algorithm. To sum up, parallel algorithm is a good way to reduce the time of allocation because of coloring many sub graphs.
The algorithm of user's requirement
Variety of algorithms based on graph coloring model involves the factor of user's demand [8, 9] . It is a kind of method that takes the user's demand for spectrum into consideration in the distribution of spectrum. When the user's requirement is met, the allocation of spectrum will stop offering to the user. This method not only can greatly improve the user satisfaction, but also can avoid spectrum is exclusively occupied by a certain user.
Label rule
The Label rule is firstly introduced by the CSGC algorithm [4] , and it is proposed based on above graphcoloring algorithm whose main idea is considering the SINR of different users on every channel. The better the channel condition is, the greater the weight of channel will be. Every time channel with the greatest weight will be allocated to a corresponding user to maximize the system benefits. In order to achieve different target functions, the algorithm uses different label rules to meet the needs of the target function. When the goal maximizes the spectrum utilization in a collaborative mode, the label rule can be expressed as following:
In the two equations above, Ri,j represents the number of node which can't be shared channel j with user i. represents the benefit that the user i bring to the system. l i represents the number of available spectrum of user i.
Allocation model
We assume that the idle spectrum have been detected by some way. Then the graph coloring is used to establish the model to solve the spectrum allocation problem. According to the graph theory, spectrum allocation problem can be viewed as graph coloring problem by painting each secondary user into a vertex and each channel into a color. When we allocate channel m to user n, it is just similar to assign color m to vertex n. Then the spectrum allocation problem can be described by different matrices, which are listed in the following paragraph.
It is a matrix of N by M. N represents the number of secondary users, and M represents the numbers of spectrum. li; j consists of bandwidth of spectrum. If li; j is nonzero, it shows that the spectrum j is available to the user i. Otherwise, it means the channel j to the user i is not available.
The matrix represents the benefit to system which secondary user n applies the channel j.
Demand is the matrix 1 by N, indicating the need of spectrum for each user. It takes megahertz as its unit.
Interference
The matrix is a three-dimensional matrix, and it represents the number of interferences that are caused by secondary user i sharing the same channel m with secondary k.
shows that the spectrum j is assigned to the user i.
The degree of interference ¼ X N k¼1;k≠i ci; k; j. It represents the number of nodes which can't be shared channel j with user i.
In order to ensure that all users to make full use of the allocated spectrum, the distribution of spectrum should satisfy the following requirements:
1. Any user won't be able to communicate properly unless its requirement is met.
2. Due to the guard bandwidth between spectrums is very thin, it can be neglected.
3. The algorithm improves spectrum efficiency and fairness. As for the drawbacks of the parallel algorithm, it does not improve.
3 Improved parallel algorithm based on user's requirement
Algorithm principle
Assume that a cognitive radar network is composed of N1 primary users and N2 secondary users in the area of d×d. The whole available spectrum can be divided into m different channels which are orthogonal to each other. Each cognitive user can detect the available spectrum. The idle spectrum detection, spectrum allocation, and data transmission form one distribution cycle. In a cycle, we assume that the location of user and the available spectrum are fixed. The primary user (PU) or the secondary user (SU) has a transmission radius respectively in each channel. Only when the SU's transmission radius is not covered by the PU's, the SU can share the PU's spectrum.
In the study of graph coloring model, the topology is composed of vertexes and edges. Every vertex represents a cognitive radar user. What's more, it is associated with an available channel list, which is determined by the location of a user. Take Figure 1 as an example, among which P represents PU, S represents SU, and Ch represents channel. Set the number of primary user N1 as 4, the number of secondary user N2 is 4, and the available channel number Ch is 3. According to the graph theory, spectrum allocation problem can be regarded as graph coloring problem by painting each secondary user into certain vertex and each channel into a color. When channel m is allocated to user n, it is just similar to assign color m to vertex n. The details are expressed in Figure 2 . Then the previous matrices can be used in part 2 to describe distribution of process.
The process of grouping algorithm is as follows:
1. Delete these nodes whose demand is larger than that of total number of available spectrum from topology. For one thing, even if all available spectrums are allocated to it, the user's demand will still not satisfied either. For the other thing, other nodes that interfere with this node on the channel could obtain the spectrum by deleting this node. in each group. If there are same spectrums, and two or more users interfere with each other on the spectrum, the spectrum is assigned to the largest value of Label. And the other Labels correspond to the other users cannot take part in allocating spectrum in the current cycle. If there is no same spectrum, directly allocate spectrum to the user who has the largest value of Label. 3. Each group summarizes the distributed information after completing one allocation. Then the node is deleted from each sub topology. Because it can not only avoid wasting the spectrum resource, but also can enhance the fairness. Figure 3 is an example. Assume that the Figure3 (A) is an initial topology and the node 3 has got enough spectrums. If the improved parallel algorithm is applied based on user's requirement, then the node 3 is removed from topology of this group. As is shown in Figure (B) .
The nodes 1 and 5 may participate into the allocation of the spectrum after that. In other words, it enhances the probability of more users to use the channel.
4. The program terminates, when there is no available spectrum or all users' requirements have been met.
The procedure of the algorithm can be summarized as algorithm 1 and algorithm 2.
Objective function and labeling standards
Our objective function maximums the system spectrum utilization. In order to enhance the spectrum utilization, the assigned spectrum should be ensured to be larger than the users' requirement. Otherwise, the spectrum will not be allocated to the user, and be deleted from the topology. In this way, the objective function can be expressed as following:
Ti <¼ 1; and
Ti indicates the total bandwidth of available spectrum for user i. We take the MHz as its unit. In order to make sure of the γi ≤ 1, the Node whose Demand is larger than
Ti is deleted from the topology. After deleted, the node would not take part in allocation. So deleting a node does not affect the value of ai, j and objective function f. When the function is used during allocating spectrum, the labeling method (Collaborative-Max- spectrum, and two or more users interference with each other on the spectrum, the spectrum is assigned to the node that has the largest value of Label.) (6) Gather the spectrum that have been allocated in each group. If any user's demand has been met, delete it from each topology. Then update the topology. Otherwise, go to step 4. (7) Unless all the user's demand had been met, or there is no available spectrum, the program would stop.
Proportional-Fair) will be introduced. As a result, the labeling standards change as follows:
The time for parallel algorithm based on user's requirement
List coloring spectrum allocation algorithm and CSGC spectrum allocation algorithm are both based on the cognitive radar network topology of the static spectrum allocation. That is to say, topology of cognitive radar network always does not change. If there is a new node to get into the radar network, cognitive radar will rebuild topology. This process needs more time.
As the network the cognitive users and available channel increases, the time of list coloring algorithm and CSGC algorithm increases as well. It can be measured according to Equation (6):
In Equation 6 , an, m represents the allocation matrix. The traditional parallel algorithm of spectrum allocation reduces the time of CSGC spectrum allocation algorithm. The detailed calculation of the time is listed as followed:
The time cost of the improved parallel algorithm is little longer than that of the traditional one. The time of frequency grouping is shown as Equation 8:
In the Equation 8, λj represents the number of allocation of each group, which is determined by the Table 1 Sets parameters The parameter name Value
The number of primary user 10
The number of channel 3-20
The number of secondary user 20
The primary user's coverage radius
km
The secondary user's coverage radius
The user's demand of spectrum randomly generated from 0 to α largest T Figure 3 An illustration of the fairness. It is one of sub topologies. Compared with the traditional parallel algorithm, the improved method enhances the fairness of different secondary users to use the channel. Figure 3 is an example. Assume that the Figure3 (A) is an initial topology and the node 3 has got enough spectrums. If the improved parallel algorithm is applied based on user's requirement, then the node 3 is removed from topology of this group. As is shown in Figure (B) . matrix of Available Channel. The allocation is carried on until the matrix Available Channel of each group is equal to zero. As the number of allocation in each group may not equal, max 1≤j≤M λj ð Þ represents the max number of allocation of groups. treport represents the time that each group spend to report their distribution to the cognitive base station(CBS) in order to judge whether the node has already reached the users' requirements. Just because of it, the time cost of the improved parallel algorithm is little longer than that of the traditional one.
The time of user's grouping is listed as Equation 9:
In the equation above, ηi represents the number of allocation in each user grouping. The allocation is carried on, until the matrix of Available Channel of each group is zero. Similarly, for the number of allocation is not equal in each group, max 1≤i≤N ηi ð Þ represents the max number of allocation in each group.
Simulation and analysis
Simulation conditions
Assume that PU and SU are distributed in region of 1,000 × 1,000 randomly. Each user can use anyone of M channels. The bandwidth of available channel generates randomly from 1 to 3 MHz in TV spectrum. The demand of user i (Di) is an integer and is produced ran- Figure 4 Utilization changes as available channels change. These four algorithms of allocation are compared. The four curves (red, green, yellow and black) indicate the utilization of spectrum changes as channels change. Among them, the red one is the improved frequency grouping method. domly. Di ∈ [0, α Ti], in which α is defined as the requirement coefficient and α ∈ [1, 3] . The parameters are shown in Table 1 .
Results and analysis
Satisfaction is one of the factors to measure fairness. Spectrum utilization rate is an important factor weighing whether the method is good or not. The definition of satisfaction is as follows:
In Equation 10 , N i represents the number of nodes whose demand has been met, and N t represents the total number of bandwidth requirements of all users.
In the equation above, N x represents the number of available spectrum, and N n represents the number of total spectrum.
First, we change the number of available channels to compare the utilization of spectrum among the Figure 7 The cost of time changes as available channels. The time of six algorithms are compared with each other. Among them, the blue and purple curves represent the two algorithms of the two grouping improved algorithms. Figure 6 Satisfaction changes as number of channel change when the Demand matrix is fixed. These four algorithms of allocation are compared. The four curves (red, green, purple, and blue) indicate the satisfaction of spectrum as channels changes. Among them, the green one is the improved frequency grouping method.
algorithms, which is shown in Figure 4 . Since the traditional parallel algorithm does not consider the different requirements of bandwidths, it may still allocate channels to the SU according to the Label rule that is given in Equation 4 , though the SU's requirement has been satisfied. As a result, the total utilization rate is not very high. At the same time, those who have interference with the SU on the same channel cannot use the channel any more. This also decreases the total spectrum utilization. Even when available channels increases obviously, the traditional parallel's total spectrum utilization has little change. However, the improved parallel algorithm would not allocate extra channel to the SU whose requirement is satisfied. Therefore, the improved method has higher utilization rate than the traditional parallel algorithm.
Then, compare is made on these four algorithms from the perspective of the satisfaction rate, and the SU's demand is produced randomly, which is shown in Figure 5 . When the demand coefficient is small, the user's satisfaction ratio is higher than that of normal parallel algorithm. Because the improved algorithm not only takes the different requirements of the bandwidths of SU's into account but also delete the users whose demands is much larger than the number of total available spectrum. Therefore, there are more users' requirements are satisfied. But as the demand coefficient increases, there are fewer users' needs can be satisfied, thus the satisfaction ratio gradually reduces. What 's more, according to the Figure 5 , besides the improved parallel algorithm, CSGC-demand have high satisfaction. This is because it takes the user's requirement as its priority. It gets high satisfaction, but with much longer time cost. To be clear, the following figures are one of a certain results in many executions instead of statistical data.
In order to compare the satisfaction rate of algorithms clearly, we assume that the Demand matrix is fixed as [4, 2, 1, 4, 3, 5, 6, 3, 1, 7, 2, 8, 4, 1 ,6, 4, 4, 7, 6, 4] and frequency matrix is generated from [1, 3] randomly, which is shown in Figure 6 . The result shows that satisfaction rate of the improved parallel algorithm tends to 1. However, the satisfaction rate of other algorithms that is not based on user's demand fluctuates greatly.
Next, we pay attention to the time of all algorithms. As is depicted in Figure 7 , the improved grouping algorithm spends much shorter time than the CSGC algorithm on spectrum allocation. This is because the improved algorithm allocates many spectrums to many users simultaneously. Compared with traditional parallel algorithm, the improved algorithm spends much longer time on allocating spectrum because of summarizing allocated information in each cycle to CBS.
Above all, figures shows that the spectrum utilization of the improved algorithm is higher than the traditional parallel algorithm, and the user's satisfaction increases greatly, but the time cost of it is a little longer than others.
Conclusions
This paper explores an improved parallel algorithm based on user's requirement of spectrum. Two different methods are used to illustrate the improved parallel algorithm. Finally, we could safely draw the conclusion that the improved algorithm not only has much higher spectrum utilization rate, but also improves the fairness and customer's satisfaction with a little spending of time. However, compared with the traditional parallel algorithm, the improved parallel algorithm is a little more complex.
